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Chapter 1082 

Then, he pinched himself on his thigh, and the pain finally reminded him that this was re
al, and not just a 

dream! 

“I’m beginning to wonder that too and if this is truly just a dream, I wish to never wake u
p from this,” Albert said wistfully, his voice beginning to tremble from the excitement. 

Just 
the night before, he talked to Gilbert about this, and they both agreed that with Leon’s c
urrent power level, he needed at least a few more years to break through to the Overlor
d State and stand a chance against 

Harold! 

Because of this, they finally agreed that they would try to separate Leon and Iris once m
ore, and force Iris to accept Anson’s declarations of love so that the Youngs would stan
d a chance against Harold and reclaim their power! 

However, fate decided to play a prank on him! 

He never thought, not even in his wildest dreams, that Leon would manage to attain the 
Overlord State overnight, and the Intermediate Overlord State, no less! 

Albert finally realized just how foolish he and Gilbert’s intentions to separate Iris and Leo
n were! 

Thankfully, they were yet to put this plan into action. If they had, one could only 
imagine how regretful they 

would be over their actions! 

At the same time, George, Walter, and Denzel froze unanimously to watch this series of
 events unfolding, and George quickly strode back to Leon’s side. 

“Leon, did you attain the Intermediate Overlord State?” he asked, staring at Leon with a 
look one usually 

reserved for monsters or beasts. 



He could not understand how Leon managed 
to surpass so many power levels in just a few days! 

This was a miracle! 

If he did not witness this with his own eyes, George would never have believed this was 
possible! 

“Well, I guess you can say that! I just got lucky, that’s all.” Leon smiled. 

Seeing that Leon did not deny this, the spectators grew even more certain that Leon att
ained the Intermediate Overlord State, and erupted into another flurry of murmurs. 

“My God, who’s this man? I can’t believe he’s already attained the Intermediate Overlor
d State at such a 

young age.” 

“That’s right. The most powerful martial artist in town has only attained the Intermediate 
Overlord State, yet he managed to achieve this at such a young age. Who knows what 
can happen in the future?” 

Besides Albert, the only other three people who attained the Intermediate Overlord 
State were George, Walter, and Benedict. 

Either one of these people was the most powerful man in Springfield City 
and was well respected in this area. Initially, everyone thought that since Leon just attai
ned the Initial Overlord State, it would take some time before he reached their heights, b
ut now, it turned out Leon proved all of them wrong–they underestimated 

him once again! 

From this moment onwards, Leon surpassed Albert, and became the fourth member of t
he elite group who 

attained the Intermediate Overlord State! 

This was an achievement that one could only look on in awe! 

No one, not even Harold or the Fields, would dare to pick on him again in the future! 

“Thud! Thud!” 
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Just as everyone was still in shock, footsteps suddenly rang out from behind them as G
oliath, one of the Collins‘ mightiest fighters, arrived with the rest of the Collins‘ backup. 

‘Oh no, the Collins‘ help has arrived!‘ Harold, Melvin, and the Fields turned pale when th
ey saw this. 

What rotten timing! Leon and George were at a significant disadvantage up until now, b
ut with the discovery that Leon attained the Intermediate Overlord State, combined with 
the arrival of the Collins‘ help, the scales. immediately tipped in their favor. 

Although Harold and the Fields still appeared to be at an advantage when it came to the
 sheer amount of force they had, not only did Leon’s side possess two martial artists at t
he Intermediate Overlord State- including himself–
Harold and Melvin were already injured by him and were unfit for battle!  follow 
Alaniniz(dot)com For Latest 
Update Therefore, the tables turned, and it was now almost impossible for Harold and th
e Fields to defeat Leon anymore! 

“Oh good! The Collins have arrived!” expressions of delight crossed George and ruth’s f
aces, and the weight was immediately lifted off their shoulders. 

“Walter, this doesn’t seem good. 
I think we’d better retreat while we still can,” Denzel said in a low voice, glancing meanin
gfully at Walter. 

“Okay.” Walter nodded. He, too, knew that there was no way they could win against Leo
n anymore and 

decided to retreat. 

Meanwhile, Leon turned to Harold. 

“Today’s going to be your last day on earth, Harold! I’ll send you right into hell so you ca
n be reunited with Jacob, and you’ll be able to keep each other company!” Leon said, sn
eering, and began channeling his energy as he took slow steps toward Harold. 

Harold tried to ambush him many times in the past, and now the time for revenge came! 

As for the Fields, he would take care of them after this! 

“You! Don’t you dare come near me,” Harold was startled when he sensed the power Le
on channeled and 
could not help stepping backward in fear. Then, he turned to Jackson and the rest, who 
were standing behind him, and ordered, “Jackson, stop him, quick!” 



“Yes, sir,” Jackson had no choice but to lead the rest of the Lowes to charge toward Leo
n. 

“Tsk, what a bunch 
of wimps! Whoever gets in my way will die!” Leon scoffed and sent a burst of energy sur
ging their way, blasting the Lowes out of his path as though they were papier–mache. 

At this moment, Leon was so powerful it was as though he was the god of war himself, 
and anyone who dared to cross his path would suffer a painful end! 

“That’s incredible,” George and Ruth were utterly stunned by this. Now, they finally unde
rstood why Leon insisted on staying and was determined to take revenge on Harold! 

It turned out he was not boasting, and truly possessed the ability to do so after all! 

“That’s strange. Why aren’t the Fields and the Youngs helping them,” George could not 
help glancing in the 

Fields‘ direction with a dubious look. 

The situation at hand was very dangerous to the Lowes, and they would never be able t
o hold up against Leon at all if the Fields and Youngs did not help! 

There was no doubt Harold would suffer a painful death! 

However, unbeknownst to him, the Fields already shifted allegiances and were no longe
r willing to help him 

at all. 
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As for the Youngs, everyone knew that Leon was Iris’s boyfriend, and since most of the 
collateral 

descendants were loyal supporters of their direct descendant cousins, none of them dar
ed to go against Leon 

at all. 

Besides, not even Melvin and the other Youngs were matches for Leon in combat, so h
ow could anyone dare to pick a fight against him? 

Because of the Fields and the Youngs‘ indifference, Harold and the Lowes were in imm
ediate danger. 



“Rats!” Harold’s heart lurched when he saw that everyone backed out of this, and his ex
pression turned dark. 

The truth was, he was so powerful that even if he could not match up against Leon phys
ically, he could still find a way to escape, but unfortunately, Leon’s attack injured 
him so severely that he could not move, and the combination of his previous injury rend
ered him almost crippled. 

Besides, the rest of the Collins‘ were staring at him like hawks, and there was no way h
e could escape at all! 

and “Walter, please help me!” Harold cried out for help, utterly ignoring the fact that he 
was the great powerful Northern King. Since he could no longer rely on the Youngs for h
elp, his only hope was the Fields! Even though Leon attained the Intermediate Overlord 
State, he knew that Walter attained this a long time ago, and was surely far more power
ful than Leon was! 

Besides, the Fields possessed a few other powerful fighters, like Denzel and some othe
rs who were already at the Semi Overlord State! 

There was nothing Leon could do to harm him when the Fields had his back! 

“Um,” Walter opened his mouth. He intended to run away and had no intention of helpin
g Harold at all! 

However, the 
enemy of one’s enemy was one’s friend, and if the Fields could rescue Harold just this o
nce, they would be able to rely on him to protect them against Leon in the future. 

Unfortunately, Leon had the Collins on his side. If 
the Fields struck first, the Collins would retaliate, and if they erupted into a full blown bat
tle, the Fields would surely suffer significant consequences! 

Walter could not help hesitating at this thought, unsure of whether he should save Harol
d or not! 

“Walter, if you’re willing to help me, I’m willing to join your forces, and the Lowes will for
ever be at your 
bidding!” Harold could sense Walter’s hesitation and decided to take a gamble and offer
 everything he had! 

He was convinced that Walter would help him if the deal was attractive enough! 

“What? You’re going to be at our bidding? Are you telling the truth?” Walter could not be
lieve his ears. 



“Yes, I mean it!” Harold said solemnly. He had no choice but to make this offer, consider
ing he needed to preserve his own life and needed to rely on other people to get rid of L
eon in the future. 

His only hope was to join forces with the Fields so that they could attack Leon as a team
, and he would finally be able to avenge his son’s death! 

“Alright, I’ll do it!” Walter was overjoyed to hear this. Harold was not only a martial artist 
at the Overlord State, but he possessed an impressive array of assets and land, which 
would greatly benefit the Fields should 

they combine forces with each other! 

There was no way he could reject such an attractive offer! 

Walter decided that no matter what price he had to pay, he would do anything it took to 
protect Harold! 
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“Hahaha-” Leon could not help bursting into laughter when he heard this. 

“What are you laughing about, Leon?” both Walter and Harold turned to glare at him. 

“I’m laughing at how stupid you are! Harold, I won’t hesitate to tell you that the Lowes ar
e dead meat today, and yet you have the audacity to promise the 
Fields that you’ll combine forces with them in the future!” Leon replied, sneering. 

“What? What on earth are you talking about? How’s this possible?” Harold gasped, uns
ure of what Leon talked about. 

“Of course it’s possible! When I came here, I’d already 
notified Vincent, the Southern King, and instructed him to raid your hideout while you’re 
here. If things went well, I’m guessing he must’ve gotten ahold of your entire territory by 
now!” Leon snickered. 

Ever since he found out about Iris and Ruth’s capture, he guessed that Harold must hav
e set up an ambush at the Youngs‘ and waited for him to fall into this trap! 

Since Harold set up this eloquent plan, this meant that the Lowes‘ hideout was likely left
 unguarded, and this was the perfect opportunity to raid it! 

Since Harold was so determined to trick him, he would give him 
a taste of his own medicine; Leon 



deliberately called Vincent to instruct him 
to raid Harold’s hideout so that he would not have anything to fall back onto! 

An eye for an eye! 

“Hahaha! Mister Wolf is right! I’m proud to say I have completed my task well!” all of a s
udden, a jovial laugh echoed from behind them as Vincent arrived with his men, looking 
as though they rushed over as fast as they could. 

The Lowes were a little different from the four major families the major families were est
ablished 

hundreds of years ago and thus possessed a stable foundation in this city, with plenty of
 descendants to take over when needed. 

However, the Lowes were totally different. Harold just established his business about te
n years ago and only had a handful of people working for him. 

This time, he purposefully placed most of his warriors and loyal subjects at the Youngs 
and left only his lackeys behind at his hideout. 

Therefore, it did not take long for vincent to raid his entire hideout, and while he was at it
, he even managed to conquer some of the Lowes‘ other spots, gaining full control of th
e Lowes‘ territory! 

Then, he left some people behind to clear things up, while he led the most powerful 
warriors he had to help out Leon if needed. 

“You!” Harold felt as though he was struck by lightning. He never thought, not even in hi
s wildest dreams, that not only would he fail, but he was also tricked by Leon and lost hi
s territory to Vincent as a result! 

This was the result of all his blood, sweat, and tears, and he could not believe how easy
 it landed in his enemy’s hands! 

One could only imagine the shock and rage coursing through him. 

“Harold, you got ahold of the Youngs using this exact dirty method and even kicked Iris 
and her father out of the family! Today, I’m going to give you a taste of what it feels like t
o lose everything you had!” Leon said coldly. 

His vengeance with Harold ran deep, and not only was he determined to kill Harold, but 
he also wanted to make Harold 
suffer everything before his death. This was the only way he could take revenge on Har
old in the way he saw fit! 
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“I-
” Harold was so outraged that his entire face turned scarlet, and he opened his mouth to
 say something but spat out a mouthful of blood instead. 

The truth was, his initial plan was flawless, but for some reason, Leon’s power level adv
anced to the Intermediate Overlord State without warning, and this disrupted all of his pl
ans! 

He just got one detail wrong, but this caused him to lose to Leon entirely! 

Seeing that Harold 
was defeated, Denzel whispered, “Walter, Harold’s dying soon. I think we’d better escap
e 

while we can.” 

“Yes, let’s go now!” Walter came to a decision very swiftly. Now that Harold lost everythi
ng, there was nothing he could offer to the Fields anymore, so of course he would not b
e willing to go against Leon for nothing! 

Besides, with the Southern King’s arrival, Leon rose to an even more advantageous pos
ition with the addition of another martial artist at the Overlord State! 

There was no better time for the Fields to escape! 

Harold’s heart sank when he realized this. The Fields were his final resort, and if the Fie
lds left him there, 

there was no doubt he would end up dead! 

Despair and dismay crept into his heart. 

“Not so fast!” Leon suddenly appeared in front of them, blocking their path entirely. 

“What are you doing, Leon?” a dark expression crossed Walter’s face. It was clear he di
d not expect Leon to 

stop them from leaving. 

“What do you think? Walter, you can’t just waltz in and out at your heart’s 
fancy. There’s no such thing as a free lunch, after all!” Leon sneered. 

The Fields attempted to ambush him so many times in the past, and even until just a fe
w moments ago, they were determined to help Harold kill him. 



However, seeing that things were no longer in their favor, the Fields decided to leave ju
st like that, and he could not allow this to happen! 

“How dare you insult my name like this, you punk?” the Fields were outraged to hear ho
w rude Leon 

behaved. 

Walter was equally as angry; he raised his hand to stop the rest of the Fields from attac
king, then asked with a solemn look, “What are you going to do now, Leon?” 

“Well, that’s simple. I’ve already told you this. Whether it’s Harold or you and the rest of 
the Fields, I’m going to make you pay for all this! I’m a man of my word!” Leon declared 
with his hands behind his back. 

“You? Leon, even though you’re a talented martial artist, I’ve already attained the Interm
ediate Overlord State just a few months ago, and certainly, I’m more powerful than you!”
 Walter chuckled at this. The Fields were very powerful, and were certainly not as vulner
able as Harold! 

Besides him, the Fields also had another warrior who was already at the Overlord State
–Denzel, and a few 

others who were at the Semi Overlord State! 

This was certainly not an easy team of people to defeat! 

However, Leon had the Collins and Vincent helping him, and thus was still at an advant
age, and there was no doubt they would win in this battle! 

However, if the Fields insisted on leaving, there was nothing Leon, vincent, or the Collin
s could do. 

“What makes you think he’s going to do this alone?” 
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“I, Vincent Poole, will always stand by his side!” Vincent sneered as he stepped forward. 

Leon helped him plenty of times in the past, so even 
though he knew the Fields were very powerful enemies. that one should not cross, he st
ill decided to stand by Leon’s side. 

“Vincent, do you honestly want to make the Fields your enemy? I’m afraid you’re not po
werful enough to match up against us!” Walter scoffed and took no notice of Vincent’s th
reats at all. 



“Well, if the Southern King is not a match for you, how about the Collins? Perhaps this w
ill change your mind!” George sneered and stepped forward as well. 

“Old George, are you insisting on crossing the Fields as well?” Walter’s expression turn
ed dark. follow Alaniniz(dot)com For Latest 
Update He knew that Leon already attained the Intermediate Overlord State, whereas Vi
ncent was at the Initial Overlord State. 

If Vincent were the only one helping Leon, they would be no match for the Fields at all, 
but things would be different with the Collins joining! Not only were 
they great in number, but both George and Goliath were powerful martial artists at the O
verlord State and were on par with the Fields! 

If Leon, Vincent, and the Collins combined forces, the Fields would suffer painful conse
quences, even if they managed to defeat them! 

“So what? Walter, you insisted on helping Harold defeat Leon and us, and now, the tabl
es have turned, and it’s time for us to take revenge!” George said coldly. 

“What nonsense! The Fields have always targeted Leon–
since when did we once attempt to hurt you? Besides, we’ve already decided to admit d
efeat and leave, and if you dare to help Leon attack us, you shouldn’t blame us when w
e retaliate in the future!” Walter said with a sinister look. 

“I-” George was speechless at this. He knew Walter was right–
Harold and Jacob were the ones who kidnapped Ruth, and this had nothing to do with t
he Fields at all. 

Besides, apart from attempting to stop him from escaping, Walter never once tried to hu
rt him, or any of the 

Collins! 

If George insisted on helping Leon conquer the Fields, this would be making the Fields 
his enemy! If the Fields were to retaliate in the future, this would bring dire consequence
s to the Collins. 

“Mister Collins, Mister Poole, I appreciate your help, but this is between me and the Fiel
ds, and I can take care of it myself. You don’t have to trouble yourselves!” Leon smiled 
and politely turned down their help. 

Leon knew full well that he did not belong to either the Collins or the Pooles, and althou
gh they could always. protect him for their gain, it would not be appropriate for them to h
elp him defeat Walter together. 



If George and Vincent insisted on doing so, this would be breaking the rules, and they w
ould face the Fields‘ wrath in the future! 

This was not the point, however. The point was, the Fields were far more powerful than 
Harold, and even if he combined forces with the Collins and vincent, there was still no w
ay he could defeat Walter once and for 

all. 

The only reason Leon stopped Walter from leaving now, was because he wanted to tea
ch him a lesson, not kill him he did not possess the power to do so! 

— 

Because of this, he did not want to get the Collins or Vincent involved, so as not to drag 
them down. 
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“Take care of this yourself? How are you going to do that?” Vincent was stunned to hear
 this and did not believe his own ears. He could not understand how Leon had the 
balls to face the Fields all by himself! 

“Don’t worry, I have my ways! It’s just the Fields, I can still take care of them easily!” Leo
n let out an arrogant laugh as his aura surged around him. The contempt in his eyes wh
en he glanced at the Fields was 

evident. 

“What? You’re going to defeat us all by yourself? How cocky you are, Leon Wolf!” Walte
r snickered at this. Denzel and the rest of the Fields were equally as outraged to hear thi
s. 

“Leon, have you gone insane?” Vincent’s jaw dropped. He was not here when Leon de
monstrated his incredible display of power, and thus he did not know that Leon already 
attained, the Intermediate Overlord State! 

All he knew was that Leon was still at the Peak Supreme State, and he did not understa
nd how Leon had the guts to go up against each and every one of 
the Fields! Did this man have a death wish? 

“Leon, let this go! Since the Fields have already admitted defeat, and you didn’t suffer a
ny injuries out of this, I think you should let them go!” George tried to persuade him othe
rwise. Even though he knew that Leon already attained the Intermediate 
Overlord State, Walter was the same, and was probably even more powerful than Leon 
was, considering he attained this state much longer than Leon had! 



Leon would have problems dealing with just Walter himself, so how could he possibly ta
ke on a few dozen of the Fields all at once? This was too outrageous! 

George could not help feeling a little embarrassed for Leon. 

“No, I can’t let this go just like that! The Fields have ambushed me multiple times, and th
is can’t go on! Today, I’ll make the Fields pay for what they did!” Leon said in determinat
ion. 

“Well, okay then! I would like to see how you can take on so many of us at the same tim
e, all by yourself!” Walter sneered, then with a raise of his hand, the Fields quickly surro
unded Leon, blocking off all ways of 

escape. 

“Leon, I—” Vincent was stunned to see this and wanted to step up to help him, but 
Leon stopped him. 

“Mister Poole, Mister Collins, please stand back. I don’t want you to get any blood on yo
ur clothes!” he 

declared. 

“What? I-
” Both Vincent and George were stunned by this. They never thought Leon would contin
ue acting. so cocky at a time like this! 

“Also, please help me keep an eye on Iris!” he added. 

“What are we going to do, Mister Collins?” Vincent turned to stare at George with a pani
cked look. He wanted to help Leon defeat the Fields together, but Leon turned him dow
n again and again, and he was unsure of what to do now. 

“Never mind, if he wants to take on the Fields himself, let him! When he finally realizes t
he Fields‘ power and that he’s no match for them 
at all, he’ll eventually stop,” George said rather hesitantly. 

“Well, you’re right, but for Leon to take on so many of them at 
the same time. Will he be fine?” 
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Iris was worried that Leon would not be able to hold up against the Fields and would get
 injured during the 

process. 



“No, he’ll be fine,” George replied. Knowing that Leon was already at the Intermediate O
verlord State, although he would probably not be able to defeat the Fields all by himself,
 it was highly unlikely that the Fields would hurt him so badly to sustain any permanent 
or severe damage. 

“But,” Iris was still unconvinced. 

“Don’t worry, Iris, that Leon’s being too arrogant! If he insists on taking on the Fields him
self, that’ll teach him a lesson,” Ruth said, trying to console her. 

“Yes, Ruthie’s right. Leon’s being too cocky, and he needs some experience of failure to
 grow. This will be beneficial for him!” George nodded in agreement. It was natural for L
eon to behave so arrogantly, having attained such great heights at such a young age! If 
Leon experienced his first failure with the Fields, it would allow him to mature and beco
me more down–to–earth in the future! 

George was convinced that this would be a good experience for Leon, and this was why
 he chose not to continue stopping Leon from doing so. 

“Besides, if anything happens, I’ll be here to help,” he added. 

Iris was finally relieved to hear that George would be willing to help out Leon if needed. 

Meanwhile, Harold was overjoyed to see Leon being surrounded by so many of 
the Fields, and hope reignited 

within him once more! 

He already lost hope when he heard that the Fields were planning to retreat, but for som
e reason, Leon behaved very rashly and blocked their way, insisting on taking them on 
himself! 

Did this man have a death wish? 

No matter what, Harold was satisfied by this. Knowing that Leon had just attained the Int
ermediate Overlord State not too long ago and was probably not too stable yet, he was 
no match for Walter at all! 

Combined with Denzel and the 
rest of the Fields‘ help, it would be as easy as ABC to get rid of Leon once and 

for all! 

As long as Leon died, Harold would stand a chance of surviving this and might even be 
able to change his 



fate! 

One could only imagine the delight and excitement Harold felt while thinking this! 

“Well, you asked for this, Leon Wolf! Heaven may not open its gates for you, but hell will
 welcome you into its arms!” Walter shot Leon a murderous glare, the malice in his eyes
 glinting as he contemplated whether to 

kill Leon once and for all. 

Even though the Collins and Vincent were watching him like a hawk, Walter knew that 
the Collins would never dare to retaliate against them over someone like Leon. 

As for Vincent, he was only at the Initial Overlord State, and his powers were a far cry fr
om Walter and the rest of the Fields, so he could easily defeat him! 

“Shut your mouth, Walter! Come at me–
don’t waste my time!” Leon declared, pointing at them. 

“What a cocky punk! Well, I’ll gladly fulfill your death wish! Charge-
“Walter was infuriated to hear this and immediately waved his hand, indicating the Field
s to get into battle stance. 

Then, the Fields charged from all directions, straight toward Leon. 

At the same time, Walter shot Denzel a meaningful glance, intending to kill Leon before 
the Collins and Vincent could notice! 
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Denzel quickly understood Walter’s signal and secretly circled behind everyone until he 
stood behind Leon, in the perfect position to strike unnoticed. 

Leon did not notice any of Walter and Denzel’s schemes at all. Instead, he charged forw
ard, channeling his true energy as he met the Fields head–on. 

“Thud! Thud! Thud-” 

The first few people at the lead were 
blasted away by Leon’s powerful energy, but the Fields did not slow down their advance
s. Instead, the men in the second and third rows sped up their attacks and managed to 
block Leon’s powerful blow. 

“Die, Leon Wolf!” Walter struck at this exact moment. He cocked his arm back and sent 
a powerful wave of energy surging Leon’s way. 



Since Leon was on par with him in terms of power, it would not be easy for Walter to kill 
Leon once and for all. Therefore, he specifically instructed the Fields to be at the forefro
nt, so that Leon would be distracted while he unleashed his attack, and this would likely 
trigger Leon to meet him head–on. 

Walter was convinced that he was still more powerful than Leon, and if Leon were to me
et him head–on, he would surely be able to defeat him! 

When that happened, Denzel would strike from 
behind at the exact moment, and even if Leon managed to survive this, he would likely 
walk away with severe and even permanent injuries! 

This was the perfect plan! 

“Tsk, what a wimp!” Leon scoffed when he saw this, then spun around and unleashed hi
s signature Double Attack, sending a surge of powerful energy speeding Walter’s way! 

“Perfect!” Walter was overjoyed to see that Leon fell for his bait. Then, he added more p
ower to his attack, channeling all the strength in his body into his hands, intending to def
eat Leon and create the perfect opportunity for Denzel to strike! 

“Oh no! Why did Leon choose to fight against Walter? He’s going to die!” George was s
hocked to see this. He knew that Walter attained the Intermediate Overlord State a few 
years ago, whereas Leon did so just a few days ago. therefore, Leon was no match for 
Walter at all and could not possibly block his attack! 

What was worse was that he caught sight of Denzel standing a few feet behind Leon, bl
ocking his escape path. George immediately realized what Denzel was trying to do–
he was going to strike him from behind whilst Leon retreated from Walter! 

The color drained from George’s face at this realization. 

He wanted to help Leon, but unfortunately, he was too far away, and even if he tried to 
help, it would be too 

late! 

Unfortunately, Leon seemed to be the only one who was oblivious to Walter and Denzel’
s plans. Not only did George pick this up, but Harold, the Fields, the Youngs, and even t
he Lowes already realized what was going to happen. Everyone could see that Leon wa
s going to be in immediate danger! 

“This is great news! That Leon Wolf is as good as dead!” Harold could not help cackling 
in delight. He could 



tell that if Leon failed to hold off 
Walter’s attack, he would have to resort to retreating, and Denzel would 

strike at the perfect opportunity! 

When that happened, Leon would walk away from this fight crippled, if alive at all! 


